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Abstract— HTML injection is an attack that is closely
related to Cross-site Scripting (XSS). The difference is not
in the vulnerability, but in the type of attack that leverages
the vulnerability. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
injection, also sometimes referred to as virtual defacement,
is an attack on a user made possible by an injection
vulnerability in a web application. When an application
does not properly handle user supplied data, an attacker can
supply valid HTML, typically via a parameter value, and
inject their own content into the page. This attack is
typically used in conjunction with some form of social
engineering, as the attack is exploiting a code-based
vulnerability and a user's trust.
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1. Introduction
HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language. It is a
standard markup language used to create web pages.
HTML is written in the form of HTML elements consisting
of tags enclosed in angle brackets (like <html>). HTML
tags most commonly come in pairs like <h1> and </h1>,
although some tags represent empty elements and so are
unpaired, for example <img>. The first tag in a pair is the
start tag, and the second tag is the end tag (they are also
called opening tags and closing tags)
Basic format of html web pages
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>This is a title</title>
</head>




Static websites
Dynamic websites

Difference between static and dynamic websites
1.1 Static websites
Static websites contain fixed number of pages and
format of web page is fixed which delivers information to
the client. There are 110 changes in contents of web page
while page is running on client's browser. This kind of web
sites created from HTML and CSS coding on simple text
editor like notepad. Example an organization site, institute
site etc.
1.2 Dynamic websites
Dynamic websites can change the web page contents
dynamically while the page is running on client's browser.
This kind of websites use server- side programming like
PHP, Asp.NET. and JSP etc. to modify page contents on
run time. Dynamic websites use client side scripting for
prepare dynamic design and server- side code to handle
event, manage session and cookies, and storing and
retrieving data from database. Example E-commerce sites,
online form application, E-governance site, social
networking sites etc.

2. Effects of Attack on Website
We had found in the difference the static websites are
using only html and css (complementary) and most of the
people in world prefers to make static websites instead of
dynamic website as if it is affordable, suitable for small
scale business and has other different benefits also
2.1 Advantages of static websites

<body>
<p>paragraph of body</p>
</body>
</html>
Using this basic format most of the websites are developed.
There are 2 types of websites




Generally cheaper to implement on a smaller scale if
fewer pages are required.
Good for smaller companies as there is no need for
any management system; it is the responsibility of one
person
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More flexibility is available, as you are not restricted
to any template layout (although this can affect the
usability of your website)
No change is required to your web hosting
More secured than dynamic one
More secured than dynamic one

But all these static websites are vernable with one
attack that is html- I (HTML Injection). Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) injection, also sometimes referred to as
virtual defacement, is an attack on a user made possible
by an injection vulnerability in a web application. When an
application does not properly handle user supplied data, an
attacker can supply valid HTML, typically via a parameter
value, and inject their own content into the page.
This attack is typically used in conjunction with some
form of social engineering, as the attack is exploiting a
code-based vulnerability and a user's trust. Using this
injection a user can inject his or her code in a vernable
column of a infected website
Fig.1: Image of vemble website

2.2 Effects of attack on website





HTMLI leads to delay of the services of the website
HTMLI can also be used as a phishing attack to
threaten the victim
HTMLI can also be used for big scams for threatening
the users on that website
HTMLI can also be used for the defacement of the
website

2.3 Ways to protect the website from the attacker




For protecting the user or victim to be threatened the
web developer should need to apply the word limit in
each field
For protecting the user or victim to be threatened the
web developer should need to apply the firewall on
every field so that the attacker could not be able to
enter the tags which are the basic building blocks of
html coding.

3. Implementation
I had taken a vernable website and shown injection in
that website. This is the original vernable website on which
I will perform out the injection and this is the vernable
column of this website.

Fig.2: Query page of the website

When I will paste any html code in its name column for
an example I am pasting the website source code, then it
will inject that code and will develop a fake web page on
that similar page Name field containing website source
code and on injecting that a fake web page developers on
that similar website.
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Hence a lot of exploitation can be performed using
HTML Injection. In this way the most secured websites
that are static websites can also be found vernable or cold
be easily attacked using this injection.

4.

Fig.3:Insertion of HTML code

Conclusion

HTMLI leads to delay of the services of the website. It
can also be used as a phishing attack to threaten the victim
and can also be used for big scams for threatening the users
on that website. HTMLI can also be used for the
defacement of the website.

for protecting the user or victim to be threatened the
web developer should need to apply the word limit in
each field

For protecting the user or victim to be threatened the
web developer should need to apply the firewall on
every field so that the attacker could not be able to
enter the tags which are the basic building blocks of
html coding.
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